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Abstract

1. Introduction

Three spectrally broadband measurement sets are presently
being used for earth radiation budget (ERB) studies. These are the
Nimbus-6 ERB (July 1975 to June 1978), the Nimbus-7 ERB
(November 1978 to the present), and the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) (November 1984 to present). The measurements yield the incident solar irradiance, absorbed solar energy,
outgoing longwave and net radiation. The Nimbus-7 started an
accurate record of the solar constant in November 1978, while a
nearly continuous record of the earth's radiation budget began in
July 1975 with the Nimbus-6. Both the Nimbus-6 and -7 products
have, in recent years, been reprocessed with improved processing
and calibration algorithms so that the entire dataset can be considered as new. However, because of the use of different calibration
and processing procedures, the three datasets for some purposes
must be considered as piecewise continuous. Nevertheless, the
data have been used in many important climate studies. The
Nimbus-7 solar measurements indicate that the sun is a low-level
variable star and that the mean annual solar energy just outside the
earth's atmosphere was about 0.1% lower in 1984 than in 1979 and
1991. Further, the 9 years of Nimbus-7 ERB measurements show
the earth's mean annual energy budget to be stable at the 0.2% level
with apparently real changes in the annual emitted longwave at the
0.1% to 0.2% level that are associated with changes in the surface
temperature. Other studies deal with the cooling and warming
effects of clouds, interregional energy transport, and interannual
variations. Our understanding of the sensors and how to derive an
accurate mean radiation budget from the measurements has slowly
improved over the years. But to date, there has been no consensus
on the use of consistent calibration and processing procedures to
permit quantitatively consistent analyses across the Nimbus-6, -7,
and ERBE products. This report describes some successes and
lessons learned during the Nimbus ERB program and the compatibility of the Nimbus and ERBE products.

In June 1970, the Earth Radiation Budget (ERB)
instrument package was chosen as one of several
experiments to fly on the Nimbus-6 by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) (Hickey
1973). Its purpose was to measure regional and
seasonal variations in how the earth's climate system
receives its energy from the sun (absorbed shortwave) and then radiates outgoing longwave radiation
(OLR) back to space. Two ERB instrument packages
were built. The first was launched in June 1975 on the
Nimbus-6 and returned useful data from July 1975 to
June 1978 (Smith et al. 1977; Jacobowitz et al. 1979).
After some modifications, the second instrument flew
on the Mn7/xvs-7climateobservatorysatellite. It started
collecting data on 16 November 1978 (Jacobowitz et
al. 1984a), and the measurements will end in early
1993. Some 12 years of earth flux and over 13 years
of total solar irradiance measurements have been
released to the scientific community for use in climate
studies. The measurement program is being continued by the three-satellite Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE), which started taking data in October 1984 (Barkstrom and Smith 1986). In the mid1990s, the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy
System (CERES; Barkstrom 1990) will take over. In
recent years, improved Nimbus processing algorithms
have been developed that incorporate improved inflight calibration information, and now better long-term
datasets exist. This article reports the present status of
the Nimbus ERB datasets, discusses successes and
lessons learned, and relates the Nimbus program to
the follow-up programs. It updates the report of Kyle et
al. (1985).
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On the cosmic scale, the earth receives energetic
short-wavelength (<5.0 ^m) photons from the sun (Ts
^ 5750 K), utilizes the energy, and radiates lowtemperature (Te 254 K), longwave photons (4.0 /jlm
and longer) back to space. This allows the reflected
shortwave and emitted longwave radiation to be spec-
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1992; Jacobowitz et al. 1984a; Smith et al. 1986;
Brooks et al. 1986). Both the Nimbus-6 and -7 were
launched into sun-synchronous, near-polar orbits with
near 1200/0000 equator crossings. Each day they
view most regions of the earth, once during daylight
and once at night. The characteristics of the Nimbus
ERB channels are reviewed in Table 1. Undetermined
calibration drifts kept the Nimbus-6 solar measurements from being of great use. However, the cavity
radiometer, channel 10c, on the Nimbus-7 has produced 14 years of accurate measurements. Two procedures were used to measure the OLR and the
reflected shortwave radiation. The wide-field-of-view
(WFOV) sensors view the whole visible globe plus a
circle of surrounding space. The
effective footprints are 1000 to 2000
The Nimbus ERB program has made important
km across, with better resolution
contributions by studying, for the first time, the variability of
along the orbit path because the
footprints overlap a great deal
the sun over a complete solar cycle and in mapping both
(Smith and Green 1981; Ardanuy et
seasonal and interannual variations in the earth
al. 1987b; Hucek et al. 1990). The
radiation budget for over a decade.
WFOV sensors have a long lifetime
and measure irradiances, but they
give relatively poor regional resolution.
The
Nimbus
narrow-field-of-view
(NFOV) scandecade. The Nimbus-7cloud climatology (Stowe et al.
ners
had
a
near-nadir
footprint
about
100
km across,
1988, 1989; Hwang et al. 1988), developed from the
but
they
measured
only
directionally
dependent
radiERB angular reflection and emission studies (Taylor
ances
and
had
short
to
moderate
lifetimes.
The
anisotand Stowe 1984; Stowe 1984), has been used to study
the interaction of clouds and the radiation budget ropy of the radiation emitted or reflected from the earth
(Ardanuy et al. 1989, 1991; Sohn and Smith 1992b). varies with the surface type and cloud cover. If accurate regional irradiances are to be determined from
These and other studies are reviewed in section 2.
There are a number of measurement consider- NFOV radiances, reasonably accurate scene-identifiations. In presatellite times, global mapping was diffi- cation algorithms and anisotropic reflection and emiscult and the effect of the atmosphere on both the sion models are required (Wielicki and Green 1989).

trally separated and individually measured. Geometrically, the eccentricity (0.016) of the earth's orbit about
the sun, and the obliquity of the ecliptic (23.5°) cause
large annual and seasonal changes in the regionally
available top-of-the-atmosphere insolation. Variable
surface and atmospheric conditions combine with
geometrical considerations to produce a complicated
pattern of seasonal sources and sinks in the sun/earth/
space energy exchange.
The Nimbus ERB program has made important
contributions by studying, for the first time, the variability of the sun over a complete solar cycle (Hoyt et al.
1992) and in mapping both seasonal and interannual
variations in the earth radiation budget for over a

incoming and outgoing radiation was not exactly known
(Hunt et al. 1986). For the first satellite experiments,
short sensor lifetimes and calibration drift were serious defects (House et al. 1986). Finally, some efforts
have been made to estimate broad spectral-band
results from narrowband spectral measurements, but
this introduces additional uncertainties (see, for instance, Gruber and Jacobowitz 1985; Pinty and
Ramond 1987).
The diurnally averaged net radiation (NR) is defined
as:
NR = / s - F s v v ( r f ) - F L W ,

(1)

where l s is the diurnally averaged top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) solar insolation, F sw (rf) is the average
reflected solar (shortwave) irradiance, and FLW is the
average emitted longwave irradiance.
The three quantities on the right-hand side of Eq.(1)
are derived from the satellite measurements, but
considerable effort is required to do this (Hoyt et al.
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In the Nimbus program, scene-dependent diurnal
models were used in estimating the mean daily NFOV
albedo (Jacobowitz et al. 1984a; Kyle et al. 1990a;
Brooks et al. 1986), while a scene-independent global
model was used for the Nimbus-7 WFOV albedo (Kyle
et al. 1986). With only one satellite, it was necessary
to assume that the cloud formations did not change
during the day. The Nimbus program used simple
averages to determine the mean diurnal longwave
flux. To remedy the sampling problem, the follow-on
ERBE program put similar instruments on three satellites (Barkstrom and Smith 1986). These were the
Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) in a nonsun-synchronous orbit inclined at 57° to the equator
and two NOAA weather satellites (NOAA-9 and NOAA10) in sun-synchronous, near-polar orbits. The ERBE
instruments also had both NFOV scanners and fixed
WFOV sensors, but the scanner footprint near nadir is
about 40 km across. The ERBE scanner has a total
channel (0.2 to 50 m) in addition to its shortwave and
longwave channels.
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of the Nimbus ERB channels.

Channel
Type

Number

Wavelength
limits (/*m)

Solar

1-9

Variable

They measure solar total and spectral irradiances
but the in-flight calibration is inadequate.

10c

0.2 < to >50

Self-calibrating cavity radiometer added to Nimbus-7
and replacing a UV channel on Nimbus-6

11 and 12

0.2 < to >50

Channel 11 is often covered and is used in the in-flight
calibration of channel 12. The earth-emitted longwave
is given by channel 12 at night and by channel 12 minus
channel 13 during daylight

13

0.2 to 3.8

Filter: two Suprasil W hemispheres

14

0.695 to 2.8

Filter: RG695 glass between two Suprasil W hemispheres

15-18

0.2 to 4.8

Filter: Suprasil W

19-22

4.5 to 50

Filter: Deposited layers on diamond substrate

Fixed-wide-angle FOV
(They view the entire disk of the
earth plus a small space ring.)

Scanner1

Description

The FOV is 0.25° x 5.12° but an onboard system integrates consecutive footprints in groups (20 near nadir to 1 at the horizon) so that
the received value refers to a rough square with sides about 100 km long near nadir to slightly over 200 km long near the horizon.

The length of the Nimbus and ERBE sensor measurement programs is diagrammed in Fig. 1a. The
WFOV sensors, as thought, proved quite durable. The
capture of the Nimbus-6 measurements was sharply
curtailed in the summer of 1978 because the ground
stations directed their limited capacities to newer
satellites. As this is written, the Nimbus-7ERB and the
three ERBE satellites' WFOV sensors are still transmitting data that are being archived. Unfortunately,
budget limitations halted the production of all Nimbus7 WFOV science products after the data month of
October 1987. This is indicated by a dashed rather
than a continuous line for the later period. The scanners were less robust, lasting from 3 months (Nimbus6) to 64 months (ERBS). Unfortunately, the ERBE
scanners yielded simultaneous science measurements
only for December 1984, portions of November 1986,
and January 1987. Figure 1b shows the equatorcrossing times of the four sun-synchronous satellites.
The Nimbus-7 orbit remained stable for many years
but then slowly started to precess. By the spring of
1992, the equator crossings had moved to about 1040/
2240. The NOAA-9 has a higher precession speed
and moved from 0220/1420 crossing times at launch
to 0700/1900 crossing times early in 1992.
Both the in-flight calibration and data-interpretation
procedures have improved markedly over the course
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of the Nimbus ERB experiment. This has resulted in
the circulation of multiple product versions. Some
early Nimbus-6 ERB reports were published (Smith et
al. 1977; Jacobowitz et al. 1979; Campbell and Vonder
Haar 1980; Stephens et al. 1981), but the data were
not generally available. Recently, however, scientists
at the NASA/Langley Research Center improved the
WFOV results and released separate longwave and
shortwave WFOV products (Bess et al. 1989; Smith et
al. 1990). The Nimbus-7 ERB WFOV products were
processed and released using three different calibration algorithms (Jacobowitz et al. 1984a; Kyle et al.
1984, 1985; Maschhoff et al. 1984). Nine years (November 1978 to October 1987) have now been processed using the final and best 1985 algorithm and
archived. The original NFOV products (Jacobowitz et
al. 1984b), also found to have problems (Arking and
Vemury 1989), have been reprocessed using improved algorithm and calibration procedures (Kyle
1990; Kyle et al. 1990a). For best results, scientists are
advised to use the latest Nimbus ERB products (see
section 4).
The Nimbus ERB experiment has successfully fulfilled its basic aims. Earth radiation budget products
for the period July 1975 to October 1987, total solar
irradiance for the period 16 November 1978 to 17 June
1992, and cloud data for the period April 1979 to March
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WFOV products from the archived ERB MATRIX
tapes (see Table 4). In the mean, the earth gains more
energy than it loses in the region from 36°N to 36°S
latitude. This is basically due to the fact that the earth
absorbs about four times as much solar energy per
unit area in the tropics as at the poles; however, the
zero net radiation line moves below 15° of latitude in
the winter and above 70° of latitude in the summer.
Although it is thought that the annual global net radiation should be very close to zero, the values found by
both the Nimbus-7 and the ERBE experiment are
about +5 to 6 W rrr 2 (Barkstrom et al. 1989; Ardanuy
et al. 1992). However, it is both observed and expected that the global balance varies seasonally by
2 while for a given hemisphere the
about ±10 W
variation is about ±83 W rrr 2 , with the seasonal amplitude somewhat larger in the south than in the north
(Ardanuy et al. 1992). The ocean acts as a heat
reservoir and absorbs energy in the summer and
releases it in the winter. In addition, there are seasonal
cross-equatorial energy flows (Carissimo et al. 1985).

rrr ,

FIG. 1. (a) The time periods covered by the Nimbus ERB and the
follow-on ERBE measurement sets. The wide-field-of-view (WFOV)
measurements are continuing (see the text); (b) the equator-crossing times of the sun-synchronous satellites change over the years
as the orbits slowly precess.

1985 have been processed and released to public
archive. Shortwave angular distribution models (ADMs)
and longwave limb-darkening models based on ERB
measurements are being used in the processing of the
follow-on ERBE products (Wielicki and Green 1989;
Suttles et al. 1988, 1989). Section 2a reviews some
ERB-related climate studies, while section 2b discusses variations in the solar energy output. In this
paper, the ERBE program is discussed only as it
overlaps with the Nimbus program. The paper concludes with a brief summary and a discussion of the
present state of earth radiation budget measurements
(section 3), and the procedure for obtaining Nimbus
ERB (or the separate ERBE) data products is given in
section 4. Data consistency and data quality are
reviewed in the Appendix.

2. Results
a. The earth's radiation budget and clouds
Eight-year averages of the annual net radiation and
absorbed radiation are shown, respectively, in Figs. 2
and 3. The figures are representative of Nimbus-7
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These variations are chiefly due to the annual cycle
of the earth/sun geometry. At high latitudes, however,
snow and cloud fields also help to strongly limit both
the absorbed and the net radiation in the polar summers. Regional differences, dominated by land and
ocean differences in surface albedo and heat capacity
(Kyle et al. 1986), produce important longitudinal
energy gradients in the tropics and subtropics. In
particular, note the low absorbed shortwave and the
net energy deficit over the Saharan and Arabian
deserts and the maxima in the Indian and western
Pacific oceans. Therefore, it should not be a surprise
that over much of the Sahara, the mean annual nearsurface air (shelter) temperature is more than 5°C less
than the sea surface temperature in the maximum
regions (see, for instance, Kyle et al. 1991).
Basically, global climate is dominated by energy
flows in the ocean and atmosphere from the energy
surplus regions (sources) to the energy deficit regions
(sinks). In the mean in the tropics and subtropics, the
2 larger over the ocean
net radiation is over 40 W
than over the land. When the Sahara is compared to
the high net radiation regions in the western Pacific
2
and Indian oceans, the difference is over 80 W
The high albedo over the arid land compared to the low
ocean surface albedo is the primary cause of this
difference (Sohn and Smith 1992c); however, high,
thin cirrus clouds over the maritime continent of Indonesia and over the western Pacific do increase the net
radiation absorbed in these regions (Sohn and Smith
1992a; Dhuria and Kyle 1990). As a result of the land/
ocean net radiation differences, tropical crossmeridional energy transports are up to 30% of the
north-south transports (Sohn and Smith 1992c). The

rrr

rrr .
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sources and sinks on the annual
radiation map (Fig. 2) define the
magnitude of the annual energy
flows. However, additional information is needed to identify the
separate oceanic and atmospheric components. Sohn and
Smith (1993) used the Nimbus-7
measurements plus an entropy
extremum principle to partition
the ocean and atmosphere energy transport. They found in the
northern oceans an energy transport maximum of 2.4 x 1015 W at
18°N, compared to an atmospheric transport maximum of
4.5 x 1015 W at 37°N. In the
south, the atmospheric energy
transport maximum of 4.7 x 1015
W occurred at 37°S, while two
local oceanic transport maxima
FIG. 2. The earth's mean annual net radiation budget as observed by the Nimbus-7 ERB
occurred at 18° and 45°S with WFOV sensors. The contour step is 10 W nrr2 and the land areas are shaded. This is an 8-year
respective magnitudes of 1.3 x average for a period starting with April 1979 (Ardanuy et al. 1992).
1015 and 1.1 x 1015 W. They stated
that their Northern Hemisphere
results were in fairly good agreement with other recent studies.
Their procedures and data are
equally valid in both hemispheres, hence they feel that
their Southern Hemisphere results should also be reasonable.
This is important because conventional data are less plentiful
in the south and a wide range of
ocean transport estimates have
been published for the Southern
Hemisphere.
In recentyears, there has been
considerable emphasis placed
on the effects of clouds on the
earth's radiation budget (Ramanathan 1987; Harrison et al.
1990; Ardanuy et al. 1991; Arking
1991; Sohn and Smith 1992a,
FIG. 3. The earth's 8-year mean annual absorbed shortwave radiation starting with April
b,c,and 1993). The presence of 1979 (Ardanuy et al. 1992). The contour step is 20 W nrr2.
clouds normally increases the ====================
albedo and decreases the OLR
relative to a cloudless scene. The effect on the net where F | r is the clear-sky radiation (clouds removed)
radiation can be positive, zero, or negative. Cloud and Fis the observed average scene radiation.
forcing (CF) is defined as the difference between the
The average scene radiation is that normally obclear sky and average scene radiation results:
served. Shortwave, longwave, and net radiation cloud
forcing terms are calculated. In processing the data,
(2) the procedure of Wielicki and Green (1989) can be
CF = FCLR-F,
used to tag the clear scene results for separate exami-
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nation and for use in calculating regional cloud forcing.
Harrison et al. (1990) applied this method to ERBE
scanner data to examine global cloud-forcing patterns, while Kyle et al. (1991) did the same with
Nimbus-7 ERB scanner data. However, observed
clear-sky regions have a lower mean water vapor
value than do cloudy regions. Thus, Ardanuy et al.
(1991), Sohn and Smith (1992b), and Hartmann and
Doelling (1991) used various alternate procedures to
calculate clear-sky values in cloud-covered regions.
While clouds are a major shortwave forcing factor,
Raval and Ramanathan (1989) point out that, in the
mean, water vapor is more significant than clouds in

The Nimbus cloud data... indicate
thatf in general, cloud cover over the ocean
increases with the surface temperature.

cloud forcing. Thus, the polar oceans are cooler in the
summer and warmer in the winter than they would be
under continuous clear-sky conditions. Over ice or
snow, however, clouds have a relatively small mean
effect on the radiation fields at the top of the atmosphere, since both are cold and bright. In the tropics
and subtropics, both positive and negative net cloudforcing regions occur. Over the oceans, low stratus
clouds off the west coasts of Africa and North and
South America act to decrease the net radiation. But
high, thin clouds around the fringes of the equatorial
rain regions and over deserts often produce positive
net cloud forcing. In general, cloud forcing is weaker
over land than over the ocean, but note the strong (up
to -60 W rrr2) net cloud forcing over southern China.
Ramanathan and Collins (1991) found evidence indicating that over the warm tropical ocean, clouds act as
a thermostat to keep the sea surface temperature
below 305 K. They used ERBE cloud-forcing data to
study the 1987 El Nino. As the sea surface temperature in the eastern Pacific increased, deep convective
clouds formed, and as the temperature continued to
rise, the associated cirrus cloud shield thickened until
the net cloud forcing became negative and the surface
temperature stopped rising. Most studies agree on the
main features in Fig. 4, but as indicated above, quantitative differences exist.

the longwave domain. The investigators tended to use
not only different procedures but different datasets as
well. Qualitatively, all of the studies showed similar
global patterns, although there were significant quantitative differences. For instance, the mean annual
global net cloud cooling values of -2.1, -17.1, and
-27.0 W m - 2 were obtained, respectively, by Sohn
The multiyear WFOV earth radiation budget and
and Smith (1992b), Harrison et al. (1990), and Ar- cloud datasets have been used for many purposes.
danuy et al. (1991). Sohn and Robertson (1992, per- Ten years of combined Nimbus-6 and -7 have been
sonal communication) indicate
that - 1 7 W m" 2 is probably the
best value, but they think that
both the longwave and shortwave forcing determined by
Harrison et al. are too large.
The annual (June 1979 to
May 1980) net cloud forcing
found by Kyle et al. (1991) using
the Nimbus-7ERB data and the
Wielicki and Green (1989) clearsky identification procedure is
shown in Fig. 4. A major feature
is the large negative cloud forcing over the oceans at high latitudes. This is caused by the
large, nearly permanent cloud
fields in these regions and is a
seasonal effect. Very high negative forcing occurs in the polar
summers when the days are long
and the diurnally averaged insoFIG. 4. Mean annual net cloud forcing as observed by the Nimbus-7 ERB scanner for the
lation is high. But in the dark period June 1979 to May 1980 (Kyle et al. 1991). This is the observed mean minus the clearpolar winters, the cloud fields sky net radiation. The contour step is 15 W rrr2 and negative contours are dashed. The dots
cause a smaller positive net indicate regions with no data because few clear-sky observations were available.
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used to examine interannual variations in the OLR and
absorbed solar radiation (Bess et al. 1989, 1992;
Smith et al. 1990; Charlock et al. 1990). The WFOV
data have also been used to derive the net solar
irradiance at the ocean surface for a seven-year
period, November 1978 to October 1985 (Chertock
1989; Chertock et al. 1991, 1992). Other studies
examined the perturbations in the earth's albedo
caused by the long-lasting stratospheric aerosols resulting from the eruption of the Mexican volcano, El
Chichon in the spring of 1992 (Ardanuy and Kyle
1986b; Groveman et al. 1986). It was determined that
these aerosols may have increased the global albedo
by 1.3% (0.385 albedo percent units) during the winter
of 1982/83 (Ardanuy et al. 1992). Examination of the
six-year Nimbus cloud dataset shows that the mean
noontime cloud cover is 42% over land and 53% over
the ocean (Weare 1992a). However, the Interannual
Satellite Cloud Climatology Program (ISCCP) data
shows a mean diurnal global cloud cover of 60%
versus 52% for the Nimbus data. The difference
between the datasets is largest for low clouds over the
oceans (Stowe et al. 1989; Rossow and Schiffer
1991). The Nimbus cloud data also indicate that, in
general, cloud cover over the ocean increases with the
surface temperature. However, in a number of cooler
ocean regions such as off the west coast of southern
Africa, the predominantly low clouds generally decrease as the surface temperature increases (Weare
1992b).
The major climate perturbation in the Nimbus period was the large El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
event in 1982-1983. Variations in the earth radiation
during this event have been studied extensively
(Ardanuy and Kyle 1986a; Ardanuy et al. 1987a,b,c;
Bess et al. 1992; Chertock et al. 1991; Smith and
Smith 1987a,b; Smith et al. 1990). From a radiation
budget viewpoint, this ENSO was characterized by the
warming of the eastern Pacific and the eastward
migration of the normal island continent and western
Pacific rain region toward the coast of South America.
This massive shift caused large-scale flooding in normally dry regions and drought in other regions. The
climate perturbations peaked in the winter and spring
of 1983, but it took the cloud and longwave radiation
fields two years to return to normal (Ardanuy et al.
1987a). Table 2 lists the maximum monthly ENSOproduced changes in the outgoing longwave radiation
(OLR) compared to the previous few years. In the
tropics, regional perturbations of up to 30% (65 to 90
W rrr2) were observed, but the positive and negative
perturbations tended to balance so that the global
perturbations were less than 1% (1 or 2 W nrr2). The
perturbations in the 1976-1977 ENSO event were
smaller than those in 1982-1983 (Bess et al. 1992;
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TABLE 2. A comparison of the peak amplitudes noted in the
monthly averaged OLR anomaly results during the 1982-1983
ENSO event as a function of scale. Note that there exists almost one
order-of-magnitude decrease in amplitude from regional to zonal
scales, due to longitudinal compensations, and another order-ofmagnitude decrease in amplitude from zonal to planetary scale, due
to latitudinal compensations (Ardanuy and Kyle 1986a).

Peak anomaly
Scale
Regional

Positive (W rrr2)

Negative (W rrr2)

65

-88

Zonal average

17

-10

Equator-to-pole gradient

1.5

-1.5

Northern to Southern
Hemisphere gradient

0.5

-2

1

-2

Global average

Sohn and Smith 1992a). In the 1982-1983 ENSO, the
shortwave perturbations were similar in size to the
longwave ones and tended to occur at the same time
and place due to changes in the cloud patterns. Thus,
the net radiation changes were only 15% to 30% of the
shortwave and longwave values (Ardanuy 1987b;
Sohn and Smith 1992a). Both Smith and Sohn (1990)
and Sohn and Smith (1992a) point out that, at times,
changes in surface conditions can affect the radiation
budget as much as changes in the clouds do. This is
true on both land and sea.
Table 3 indicates that, on a global annual scale, the
earth's radiation budget is at present quite stable with
most parameters varying only in the 0.1% to 0.2%
range. While these low ranges approach the limits of
the measurement system, the interannual OLR shifts
correlate well with global surface temperature changes
and appear real (Cess 1990; Ardanuy et al. 1992). The
changes in the solar output are also real (Willson and
Hudson 1991; Hoyt et al. 1992). It will be a strong aid
to future climate studies if the measurements can be
extended with this or better stability. There are, however, numerous problems and inconsistencies among
the various datasets presently available. Some of
these are discussed in the Appendix.
b. The total solar irradiance
Before the launch of the Nimbus-7 ERB, both the
mean value of the total solar irradiance (the solar
constant) and its temporal variability were uncertain at
the 1%-or-higher level (Hoyt 1979; Willson 1984).
Solar luminosity changes at the 1% level would probably cause very noticeable changes in the earth's
climate (Hansen et al. 1988). Since the earth's climate
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duced by up to 0.3%. This was not
unexpected since the spots are
much cooler than the normal solar
photosphere. The curves show
that the sun's average energy
Parameter
Observed range of variation from mean
output varies with the solar activity
cycle with a maximum to minimum
2
1
±0.4 W m~ [±0.2%]
Outgoing longwave radiation
range between 0.1% and 0.2%.
1
Absorbed shortwave radiation
±0.6 W rrr2 [0.2%]
The surprising fact is that maxima
in the total solar irradiance occur
Net radiation1
±0.5 W rrr2
near sunspot maxima. The exSolar constant2
-0.7 to +1.3 W m - 2 [-0.05 to +0.1%]
cess energy at maximum activity
±0.1°
appears in the form of bright facuSurface temperature3
lae and perhaps in other ways still
4
Total cloud
-0.5% to +0.3% [±0.8%]
to be determined (Foukal and Lean
1988; Schatten 1988; Willson and
[The bracketed values are relative quantities; all other figures are absolute quantities.]
1
Hudson
1991). The precision of
9-year period, 1979 to 1987
2
these measurements has also
13 years, 1979 to 1991
3
12 years, 1979 to 1990
encouraged research on solar vi4
6 years, 1979 to 1985
bration modes (Wolff and Hickey
1987a,b) and in the variability of
is known to change, climatologists are very interested solar-type stars (Radick et al. 1990). To date, no
in how the "solar constant" changes with time. Thanks important climate changes have been definitely assoto the Nimbus-7 ERB and other experiments in the ciated with the low-level irradiance changes between
1980s, the "solar constant" has been measured with 1979 and 1991 (see, for instance, Hansen and Lacis
an accuracy of a few tenths of a percent and its 1990), but in the period 1979 to 1989, variations in the
temporal variations have been monitored with a preci- annual mean solar irradiance do show a positive
sion that is at least an order of magnitude better than correlation with both the mean global surface temperature and the OLR (Ardanuy et al. 1992; Lee 1991).
this (Mecherikunnel et al. 1988; Hoyt et al. 1992).
Currie
(1981) reported, however, for previous solar
The Nimbus-7 ERB solar-irradiance measurement
activity
cycles, a negative correlation between the
program (Hickey et al. 1980,1988) is, at this writing, in
surface
temperature
in North America and solar activits 14th year and the measurements are expected to
ity.
Several
cycles
of
accurate irradiance measurestop in 1993 due to technical constraints. The total
ments
may
be
required
to properly resolve such relasolar-irradiance measurements, channel 10c, have
tionships.
It
is
probable,
however, that there were
proven very useful, but in-flight calibration uncertainties limited the usefulness of solar channels 1 - 9 longer-term irradiance changes in the past that had a
(Hickey etal. 1986; Predmoreetal. 1982). The monthly significant impact on the climate (see, for instance,
averaged total solar-irradiance measurements, nor- Schatten and Orosz 1990; Friis-Christensen and
malized to the mean earth-sun distance, are plotted in Lassen 1991).
Fig. 5 for the period 16 November 1978 through 31
The channel 10c irradiances shown in Fig. 5 differ
July 1991. For comparison, the bottom curve shows slightly from those published in the 1980s. Recent
independent measurements from Willson's solar sen- studies identified relative noise in the original products
sor on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite at the 0.1 % level and below. The new analysis reduces
(Willson and Hudson 1988).
this noise and improves the correlation with the indeThe SMM measurement program started in Febru- pendent SMM measurements. An improved treatment
ary 1980 and ended shortly before the satellite fell into of the telescope pointing algorithm and of the sensor
the Indian Ocean on 2 December 1989. The mean angular-response function reduces off-axis errors that
difference between the two curves arises from uncer- at times approached 0.1%. A number of lesser probtainties in the absolute calibration of the sensors. The lems were also addressed. The modifications in the
precision (repeatability) of the individual sensors is, solar-irradiance processing algorithm are discussed
however, over an order of magnitude better than the in detail by Hoyt et al. (1992). The long-term stability in
absolute difference indicated (Hoyt et al. 1992). These space of a radiometer similar to channel 10c is also
measurements indicate that the sun is a slightly vari- discussed by Hickey et al. (1991).
Thirteen years is a very brief time in the history of
able star. When large, dark sunspots directly face the
earth, the total irradiance reaching the earth is re- the sun. Our present measurements can tell us only a
TABLE 3. The observed range of variation of radiation budget and related geophysical
variables on annual, global scales (Ardanuy et al. 1992).
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modest amount about past and future solar luminosity
changes. Note for instance in Fig. 5, that the irradiance
maxima in 1990/91 (solar cycle 22) is a little different
from the 1979 (cycle 21) peak. The cause of this is
unknown, but other solar parameters are known to
vary from cycle to cycle. The precession of the Nimbus-7 orbit is expected to move the sun out of the
telescope's field of view in early 1993 and thus terminate the measurements. However, Richard Willson of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has a sensor on the
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS),
launched in September 1991, which hopefully will
continue the measurements for a number of years.

3. Summary and discussion
On 16 November 1992 the Nimbus-7 ERB instrument starts its 15th measurement year. Thirteen and
one-half years of total solar-irradiance measurements
and 9 years of albedo, longwave, and net radiation
top-of-the-atmosphere products are presently available to the scientific community. Both the solar and the
earth-flux measurements are expected to end in early
1993 due to technical limitations. Due solely to budgetary constraints, the production of calibrated earth-flux
products stopped at the end of data year 9 (October
1987). In addition to the 9 years of wide-field-of-view
products, 13 months of improved-resolution-scanner
earth-flux products are available for the period May
1979 through May 1980. The scanner products include both mean and clear-sky albedo, longwave, and
net radiation values. The 6-year (April 1979 to March
1985) Nimbus-7 cloud dataset complements the radiation budget measurements. The datasets have
been used jointly in many climate studies. During the
early years of the experiment, several improvements
were developed in the Nimbus-7 ERB calibration and
other processing algorithms. The earlier earth-flux
and solar measurements have now been reprocessed
to produce stable, consistent multiyear products.
The earth-flux, solar, and cloud measurements are
all being extended by follow-on programs. Willson's
solar sensors on the UARS and other satellites will
continue the solar measurements, while the ISCCP
extends the Nimbus cloud dataset (Rossowand Schiffer
1991). The measurements from the Nimbus-6 ERB
extend the earth-flux measurement period back to
July 1975 while the follow-on ERBE and CERES
programs help extend them into the future. While the
solar long-term datasets seem in good shape (Hoyt et
al. 1992), various major and minor differences in the
earth-flux and cloud datasets reduce the facility with
which long-term datasets can be formed.
The Nimbus-7 solar and earth-flux products show
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FIG. 5. Variations in the monthly mean solar irradiances as
monitored by the Nimbus-7 and SMM satellites. The Nimbus data
are shown for the period November 1978 to July 1991, and the SMM
data for February 1980 to December 1988 (Hoyt et al. 1992).

excellent multiyear stabilities that are an order of
magnitude better than the estimated absolute errors.
The absolute calibration of the sensors is about ±0.5%.
However, the mean stability of the total solar-irradiance, channel 10c measurements has been maintained to an estimated level of about 0.01%, with an
upper bound of 0.03% (0.13 to 0.4 W nrr2). The
measured solar irradiance, in the mean, varied in
phase with the general solar activity and was from
0.1% to 0.15% higher in the peak years of 1979 and
1991 than in the minimum years of 1984 to 1986. The
earth's mean annual surface temperature showed a
small but apparently detectable response in phase
with the irradiance changes (Ardanuy et al. 1992). The
present year of overlap with the solar measurements
by UARS satellite should allow the joined datasets to
maintain the same level of stability.
The annual mean global emitted longwave and
absorbed shortwave radiation were measured by the
Nimbus-7 WFOV sensors to be stable within ±0.2%
from 1979 to 1987. Further, the small year-to-year
changes in the longwave were in phase with the
surface temperature changes and were judged to be
real (Ardanuy et al. 1992). On an absolute scale,
Barkstrom et al. (1989) judged that the probable error
in the mean annual global net radiation from the
combined NOAA-9 and ERBS NFOV measurements
was ±5 W nrr2. They also judge monthly regional
shortwave and longwave averages to be accurate to
±5 W rrr 2 (2%). The accuracy of the ERBE WFOV
products were judged to be slightly worse. The Nimbus WFOV products are probably comparable to the
ERBE ones. In the earth-flux case, the effects of
measurement interpretation (Kyle et al. 1990b; Smith
et al. 1986) and diurnal sampling simplifications (see
Appendix) are more serious than calibration errors.
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Fortunately, many of these errors are random and
cancel as the global annual means are formed. Unfortunately, these errors differ from dataset to dataset.
The Nimbus-7 and combined NOAA-9 and ERBS
(ERBE) WFOV products were compared for April and
2 for the
July 1985. Regional rms differences of 4 W
2
OLR and 8 W
for the shortwave radiation were
found (Kyle et al. 1990b). Differences in calibration,
processing algorithms, and diurnal sampling contributed to these differences. There is talk of reprocessing
the ERBE WFOV products. If this is done, the comparison should be redone. Additional complications arise
from the existence of two types of earth-flux sensors,
each with separate calibration, measurement-interpretation, and sampling procedures. The WFOV sensors smooth regional differences and have effective
footprints 1000 km or more across. The existing longterm datasets come from the WFOV sensors, which
normally last much longer than the NFOV sensors.
The ERBE and Nimbus-7 NFOV sensors have nearnadir footprints of about 40 and 100 km, respectively.
They yield better regional information and can also
detect clear-sky as well as average conditions. The
NFOV sensors tend to be favored because of their
better resolution and their clear-sky products. Thus,
the new CERES instruments will employ only NFOV
scanners. The present general circulation climate
models need improved algorithms on how clouds and
the radiation budget interact (Cess et al. 1990). The
CERES program is designed to gather some of the
needed information (Barkstrom 1990).

observed, not the diurnal, absorbed solar radiation for
the same 10 years.
Earth radiation budget measurements started in
July 1975 and are continuing today. A nearly continuous record exists overthis period. The measurements
were taken by the Nimbus-6 ERB (July 1975 to June
1978), the Nimbus-7ERB (November 1978 to present),
and the three-satellite ERBE system (November 1984
to present). Future measurement programs are
planned, but they are not expected to start for several
years. Some diurnal sampling limitations exist over
most of the existing 17-year record. But perhaps as
large a problem arises from the inconsistency of the
several processing algorithms. The ideal solution would
be to reprocess the long-term wide-field-of-view measurements using consistent calibration and processing algorithms. In such a scheme, Nimbus-7 ERB and
ERBE measurements would be combined from 1985
onward to yield better time and space averages. At
present, the 9-year (November 1978 to October 1987)
Nimbus-7ERB MATRIX product is the longest consistent albedo, OLR, and net radiation record. A more
modest plan would be to extend this product through
1992, producing a consistent 14-year record. Until
such reprocessing programs are carried out, if they
ever are, scientists should proceed with care when
combining two different sets.

The Nimbus ERB and cloud datasets have been
used to examine both global and regional earth radiation budget patterns and how they change both seasonally and interannually. Both the scanner and WFOV
ERB products have been used to study the effect of
clouds on regional radiation balances (Ardanuy et al.
1991; Dhuria and Kyle 1990; Smith and Sohn 1990).
The WFOV products have also been used to study
large-scale energy transport by the ocean-atmosphere
system (Sohn and Smith 1992b,c,d) and to monitorthe
net solar irradiance at the ocean surface for 7 years
(Chertock et al. 1991). A number of earth radiation
budget and solar physics studies, based on the Nimbus-7ERB measurements, are discussed in section 2.
Useful, extended multiyear WFOV datasets can be
provided by carefully combining products from two or
more experiments (Ardanuy and Jacobowitz 1984).
Bess et al. (1989,1992) describe a 10-year, diurnally
averaged OLR product produced by combining 3
years of Nimbus-6 ERB measurements with 7 years of
Nimbus-7 measurements. Monthly mean, resolutionenhanced global OLR fields are described by the
coefficients of truncated spherical harmonic expansions. Smith et al. (1990) similarly described the

The most popular Nimbus earth radiation budget
and cloud products are summarized in Table 4. Most
of the products were produced at the Goddard Space
Flight Center, but the 10-year OLR enhanced-resolution dataset (Bess et al. 1989) was produced at NASA/
Langley Research Center using the procedure described in Smith and Green (1981). In addition, a 10year shortwave dataset has recently been produced
(Smith and Rutan 1990; Smith et al. 1990).1 This new
shortwave dataset differs from the usual products in
that it refers to the observed shortwave irradiances
and not to a diurnal average. The diurnally averaged
absorbed solar radiation can be computed from this
observed value by the method developed by Rutan
and Smith (1991). Information about lower-level Nimbus ERB and cloud products is available upon request.
The Nimbus earth radiation budget products, the
SSM total solar irradiances, and the cloud products

rrr
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4. Data availability

The spherical harmonic expansion coefficients for the monthly
means can be obtained on a floppy diskette by contacting T. Dale
Bess, Mail Stop 420, NASA/Langley Research Center, Hampton,
VA 23681-0001.
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TABLE 4. Nimbus ERB and cloud climate archive products.

Archive product

Contents

Time span

Tape frequency

ERB MATRIX
summary tape
(EMST)

Calibrated, time- and space-averaged earth radiation
budget products on an equal-area world grid [2070
rpoion*? panh f^OO km^2l Monthlv valuP1*? of alhpdo
emitted longwave, and net radiation; only WFOV
products are present on the reprocessed tape.

November 1978
to October 1987

One 6250 bpi 9-track tape

Enhancedresolution WFOV
outgoing longwave
radiation (OLR)

Monthly, global OLR spherical harmonic coefficients
derived from Nimbus-6 and -7 ERB WFOV
measurements.

July 1975 to
June 1978 and
November 1978
to October 1985

One double-sided,
double-density 360K
floppy diskette,
IBM PC compatible

NFOV maximum
likelihood cloud
n o l i k v » f i A n /K/ll r^CX
estimation
\iviLotz;
products

Reprocessed and recalibrated scanner MATRIX daily
and monthly products. Presented on both STA
/ 1 f t 7 | / m \ 2 n n r l T A / c n f l Lrr»\2 u i A r l H n r i r t o D A f h a w o r a n a
KiTij ana in ^ouu Kin) wona gnus, ooin average
and clear-sky albedo, longwave, and net radiation shown.

May 1979 to
May 1980

One 6250 bpi 9-track tape
per 3 months; 5 in all

Nimbus-7 solar
total irradiances

Daily mean solar total irradiances. The archive dataset is
updated every 3 to 6 months.

16 November 1978
to present

One floppy diskette with
ASCII files

,_J i i a t d I V
uoua
MA 1 HIX
(CMATRIX)

Daily and monthly averages on the 2070-region ERB
world grid. Low, mid, high, and total cloud amounts are
present, together with supplemental cloud radiance and
surface temperature data.

A nril i n v n
April
i y / y to
March 1985

C O C A U ^ i n I v r t ^ i / f/n•>•%/•%
une b<iou
Dpi y-tracK tape
per calendar year, 7 in all

(both Nimbus-7 and ISCCP) and/or additional information about them can be obtained from Global Change
Data Center, Goddard Distributed Active Archive Center, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 902.2,
Greenbelt, MD 20771; telephone: (301) 286-3209.
The ERBE earth radiation budget products, Nimbus-6 ERB MATs, ISCCP cloud C2 (monthly) and C1
(daily) products, and Langley surface radiation budget
products (available after February 1992) can be obtained from The Langley Distributed Active Archive
Center, Mail Stop 157B, NASA/Langley Research
Center, Hampton, VA 23681-0001; telephone: (804)
864-8656.
Acknowledgments. The authors wish to thank Brenda Vallette of
the Research and Data Systems Corporation for preparing this
manuscript. They also thank the many individuals who have worked
on the Nimbus ERB and cloud programs over the last 24 years.

Appendix: Data consistency
Nearly continuous earth radiation budget, broad
spectral band measurements exist from July 1975 to
the present, and the measurement program is expected to extend into the future. However, multidecade
studies require the joining together of separate mea-
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surement sets each with its own characteristics. The
solar measurements are chiefly bothered by calibration biases, but in the earth flux and cloud cases,
varying sensor resolution, measurement interpretation algorithms, and temporal sampling patterns are
also important. In this section, we briefly discuss some
of the inconsistencies between the various datasets.
No absolute truth fields exist for use in quantifying the
various differences; however, in many cases we can
estimate their magnitude.
The total solar-irradiance measurements present
the simplest case as long as the datasets overlap. The
absolute accuracy of the /V/VT7£>US-7 measurements is
about ±0.5%, while that of the SMM measurements is
somewhat better—0.1 % to 0.2%. The stability of both
sensors, however, is at least an order of magnitude
better than this. As noted in section 2b, the observed
range in the annual mean value of the solar irradiance
is only 0.1 % to 0.15%. Unidentified short-term random
perturbations cause the differences between the two
instruments to vary on a daily basis by up to ±0.07%.
This reduces on a monthly scale to ±(0.02% to 0.03%)
and on an annual scale to ±(0.01 % to 0.02%) (Hoyt et
al. 1992). There exists a 1 -year overlap in the Nimbus7 and follow-on UARS solar measurement sets.
The joining of earth-flux measurement sets is more
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However, the nonzero value
for the net radiation does
indicate that a fairly stable
global bias exists in either
or both the longwave and
shortwave values.
There has been no overApril 1980, Nimbus-7 \NFO\f with Nimbus-7 scanner
all effort to ensure conformity and similarity in the
OLR (W rrr2)
Difference
Shortwave (W rrr2)
overall Nimbus-6, Nimbusdeconcolved
MATRIX
component
deconvolved
MATRIX
7, and ERBE products.
There
are differences in cali-1.7
-1.4
-3.9
-1.6
Bias
bration, processing algo5.2
5.7
2.6
5.1
Meridional rms
rithms, and mapping pro13.7
6.2
8.2
Longitudinal rms
12.3
cedures. The Nimbus-7
ERB Experiment Team pro9.7
6.7
Total rms
13.3
14.9
duced nine years (1979 to
1987) of results in the ERB
April 1985, Nimbus-7 WFOV with ERBS/NOAA-9 scanners
MATRIX equal-area grid
format (Kyle et al. 1986).
-2.4
-0.6
1.2
-2.2
Bias
These use the calibration
3.7
4.6
Meridional rms
4.9
4.8
procedures described by
6.2
11.1
11.8
7.9
Longitudinal rms
Kyle (1990) and Kyle et al.
(1984,
1985). These MA9.2
12.2
12.7
7.2
Total rms
TRIX data were used in
Table 3 and in the studies
by Cess (1990) and
Ardanuy
et
al.
(1992),
which
required stable long-term
complicated, and it is important that overlaps occur so
data.
Separately,
Bess,
Smith,
and coworkers empirithat both mean bias offsets and variable differences
cally
adjusted
the
original
Nimbus-6
measurements
can be estimated. Barkstrom et al. (1989) estimated
(Bess
et
al.
1981).
They
then
prepared
10 years (1975
the uncertainties in the regional monthly averages of
the combined NOAA-9/ERBS (N9ERBS) scanner prod- to 1985) of Nimbus-6 and -7 longwave and shortwave
ucts to be ±5 W rrr 2 for both the OLR and the short- products in the form of spherical expansions of the
wave, but Rieland and Raschke (1991) found the monthly averages (Smith and Green 1981; Smith and
uncertainties to be somewhat larger than this in the Rutan 1990; Smith et al. 1990; Bess et al. 1989,1992).
shortwave and smaller than this in the OLR (see also Finally, the ERBE products are normally presented in
Table A2). They both used 2.5° x 2.5° geographic equal latitude and longitude grid maps, and the validaregions. Barkstrom et al. also thought the annual tion of these products is discussed by Barkstrom et al.
mean global net radiation was uncertain by ±5 W rrr 2 . (1989). In addition, some early Nimbus-6 and -7 ERB
This estimate was influenced by the fact that the products may exist in a few places. These early
measured value came out to be +5 W rrr 2 instead of products should be used with great caution. It is
the expected value of zero. The N9ERBS WFOV probable that the high year-to-year stability shown in
averages on (5° x 5°) and (10° x 10°) regions were Table 3 will be degraded when consecutive datasets
thought to be somewhat more uncertain because of are joined together.

TABLE A1. Mean regional differences between WFOV and scanner products are given. The global
bias and the rms difference (global bias removed) over the ERB equal-area world grid are given in W
rrr2 for both the Nimbus-7 WFOV MATRIX and deconvolved products. In April 1980, they are
compared to the reprocessed Nimbus ERB scanner results and in April 1985 with the ERBE scanner
products fitted to the Nimbus ERB world grid (Hucek et al. 1990).

sampling and diurnal averaging procedures. The Nimbus ERB products are generally presented on (500
km)2 regions. The uncertainties in the ERB products
should be no lower than the ERBE estimate and could
be somewhat larger. However, as shown in Table 3,
the Nimbus-7 annual global averages are stable to
±0.5 W rrr 2 . Further, Cess (1990) and Ardanuy et al.
(1992) thought that much of the observed annual
longwave variation in the ±0.4 W rrr 2 range appeared
to be real. Thus, most of the monthly regional errors
are random and cancel in the annual global mean.
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The WFOV sensors smooth regional differences;
thus, regional WFOV and NFOV values can be significantly different. Hucek et al. (1990) studied the differences on the ERB MATRIX (500 km)2 equal-area grid
system. Table A1 shows their comparison of Nimbus7WFOV MATRIX and spherical harmonic expansion
(deconvolved) products with Nimbus-7 scanner data
in 1980 and combined ERBS/NOAA-9 (ERBE) scanner data in 1985. Their deconvolution procedures are
not identical to those used by Smith and Green (1981)
and Smith and Rutan (1990).
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The WFOV measurements overlap a great deal
along the Nimbus orbit track, which is inclined at 99.3°
to the equator. On the other hand, at low latitudes,
there is only a small longitudinal overlap of the fields of
view for consecutive orbits. Hucek considered
meridional, longitudinal, and total differences. As expected, the meridional differences are less than half
the longitudinal ones. In addition, there is better agreement in the longwave (OLR) than in the shortwave.
This is probably because the shortwave fields are
much more variable than the longwave ones. Finally,
note that the deconvolved WFOV products show slightly
better regional resolution than do the MATRIX products. This is particularly true in the longwave. If it
becomes necessary to join WFOV and NFOV datasets, it would probably be best to express both in terms
of truncated spherical harmonic expansions.
However, noticeable differences can be expected
even when two WFOV datasets are joined. Kyle et al.
(1990b) compared Nimbus-7 WFOV improved MATRIX products with the ERBE S4 tape N9ERBS WFOV
monthly products for April and July 1985. When the
biases were removed, they found rms differences of
3.5 to 4 W rrr 2 for the OLR and 7.6 to 8.6 W rrr 2 in the
shortwave. Differences in calibration procedures, inversion algorithms, temporal sampling, and time and
space averaging algorithms can contribute to these
differences. The calibration and inversion differences
will chiefly contribute to the bias difference, but they
may also contribute somewhat to the regional differences. If the ERBE WFOV measurements are repro-

cessed, as is being discussed, then this analysis
should be repeated.
Lack of proper diurnal sampling introduces important regional errors into the datasets. Such different
sampling from one time period to another, as well as
different diurnal averaging methods, can change these
errors over time and from one dataset to another. The
probable magnitude of these errors are examined in
Table A2 by comparing single versus multiple satellite
scanner results for December 1986 for all three ERBE
satellites. The data come from the time- and spaceaveraged monthly averages given on the ERBE S-4
tapes. The ERBE Science Team took great care with
the calibration of the sensors on the three satellites
(Barkstrom et al. 1989). However, some calibration
differences may correlate with the differing diurnal
observing patterns to produce the observed differences. The combined NOAA-9, NOAA-IO, and ERBS
(N9N10ERBS) results are here taken as a standard.
This contains daily observations from the sun-synchronous NOAA-9 and -10, with 0300/1500 and 0730/
1930 respective equator crossings, combined with
ERBS measurements at times that vary from day to
day. The N9N10ERBS global averages (60°N to 60°S)
and standard deviations (STD) are given. Higher
latitudes are cut off because they are not well observed by the ERBS scanner, which is also considered
by itself. Here the standard deviations indicate how the
parameters differ regionally from the global means.
The longwave shows the least variation and the net
radiation the most. In the rest of the table, the standard

TABLE A2. Global averages (60°N to 60°S) for December 1986 in W rrr2. Single- versus multiple-satellite scanner results from the ERBE
dataset are compared.

Dataset

Mean

Net radiation

Shortwave

Longwave
STD

Mean

STD

Mean

STD

238.5

29.5

102.4

46.5

25.3

100.1

1.9

1.3

-0.3

4.2

-1.6

4.4

-1.0

1.4

-0.7

5.8

1.7

5.7

4.3

1.6

0.2

6.0

-4.4

6.1

N9N10ERBS-A/OA410

-4.1

5.3

2.5

9.4

1.6

10.4

N9ERBS-ERBS

-2.9

1.4

-0.4

5.3

3.3

5.3

2.4

1.0

0.5

3.0

-2.8

2.9

-5.2

2.1

-0.8

7.5

6.1

7.3

NOAA10-ERBS

3.1

5.6

-3.2

12.7

0.1

13.5

NOAA1Q-NOAA9

8.4

6.1

-2.4

14.5

-6.0

15.4

N9N10ERBS
N9N10ERBS-N9ERBS
N9N10ERBS-ERBS
N9N1OERBS-A/OA49

N9ERBS-A/OA49
NOAA9-ERBS
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deviation refers to regional variations about the global
mean differences between the indicated datasets.
Again, the longwave deviations are smallest, but now
the shortwave and net radiation deviations are similar
in magnitude.
The mean global differences shown indicate that
bias discontinuities should be expected when joining
two different datasets together. At times, these biases
can amount to several watts per square meter. The
range in the different standard deviations are thought
to be chiefly due to differences in the diurnal sampling
patterns. Considering single satellites, the sun-synchronous NOAA-9 with its 0300/1500 equator crossing does almost as well as the non-sun-synchronous
ERBS. The early morning, sun-synchronous NOAA10 does poorly in both the longwave and shortwave.
Keep in mind that variations of two standard deviations
can be expected fairly frequently, and in the summer
hemisphere variations of three or more standard deviations will happen. Since the ERBS temporal sampling pattern varies cyclically from month to month, the
ERBS results shown here should also vary somewhat
in other months.
In this month, the two-satellite, N9ERBS results
give only a modest improvement over the singlesatellite results. Apparently, in the summer hemisphere, daily early morning observations need to be
added to the afternoon results in order to adequately
observe diurnal cloud changes. This is particularly
important for shortwave determinations. Qualitatively,
the single-satellite products tend to show the same
regional and seasonal variations as the multiple-satellite systems. However, in regions with strong seasonal
diurnal cloud patterns, a single satellite may either
overestimate or underestimate the mean diurnal OLR,
shortwave, and net radiation. Hartmann et al. (1991)
and Rieland and Raschke (1991) analyze this problem
in more detail. This suggests that extending one
dataset by attaching a second dataset with a different
diurnal sampling pattern might increase interannual
alias signals.
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